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Fig. 1. Illustration of our method. The hand shape model is firstly learned
from the dataset, and the images are sampled from this model to train a hand
shape classifier. During testing, a shape image is first preprocessed through
HBM and then used as the input for the shape classifier.
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Abstract-Hand shape recognition is one of the most important
techniques used in human-computer interaction. However, it
often takes developers great efforts to customize their hand shape
recognizers. In this paper, we present a novel method that enables
a hand shape recognizer to be built automatically from simple
sketches, such as a "stick-figure" of a hand shape. We introduce
the Hand Boltzmann Machine (HBM), a generative model built
upon unsupervised learning, to represent the hand shape space
of a binary image, and formulate the user provided sketches
as an initial guidance for sampling to generate realistic hand
shape samples. Such samples are then used to train a hand shape
recognizer. We evaluate our method and compare it with other
state-of-the-art models in three aspects, namely i) its capability
of handling different sketch input, ii) its classification accuracy,
and iii) its ability to handle occlusions. Experimental results
demonstrate the great potential of our method in real world
applications.
Index Terms-hand shape, sketch, generative model
Shape Image
Training
Sketches
Hand Boltzmann Machine Shape Sample Class ification
1. INTRODUCTION
Hand shape recognition is an essential technique in natural
user interface, particularly in sign language recognition, virtual
reality and computer entertainment [1]. In recent years, the
great progress in depth sensors (e.g., Kinect [2] and Intel
Gesture Camera [3]) has made their prices more affordable,
which in turn increases their utilities in hand shape recognition
in daily life. By using a depth camera, it is no longer difficult
to segment and track a hand from an image sequence. A
binary hand shape segmentation can often be extracted from
a depth image as a hand shape representation [4], [5], which
serves as an input for hand shape recognition. However, it
is a well-known fact that the hand shape of a single gesture
may vary among different people due to different applications
or cultures. A developer of a hand shape recognizer therefore
needs to collect a huge amount of samples from many subjects
in order to train a robust recognizer for his application, and
he may need to repeat this process if the accuracy of the
recognizer is not satisfactory or if new hand shapes are needed.
This often takes the developers a lot of time to refine their
recognizers iteratively. In addition, many developers nowadays
come from the design community, and they do not necessarily
have the background in computer vision and pattern recogni-
tion. Hence it may be a great barrier for them to manage the
training data and train a customized hand shape recognizer by
themselves.
978-1-4799-0883-7/13/$31.00 @2013 IEEE
From a probabilistic perspective, acqumng samples for
different hand shapes can be viewed as drawing samples
from the conditional probability over different hand shape
configurations. This suggests that a sampling method can
be used to collect hand shape samples for training if the
distribution of the hand shape image is known. In other words,
if we can build up a probabilistic hand shape model, it is not
necessary to collect a large amount of samples for training.
Since the probabilistic hand shape model models the joint
probability of pixels in a hand shape image, a complete hand
shape image can be sampled even from partially observed
data [6]. This suggests that intuitive drawings like simple
sketches of a hand shape can be used to generate similar hand
shape images.
In this paper, we address the following problem: is it
possible for developers to use simple sketches of hand shapes
instead of a large collection of training data to develop their
customized hand shape recognizers? To solve this problem, we
propose a mid-level representation to model the hand shape
images in a probabilistic fashion, which allows generation of
new data that are different from the training samples (see
Fig. 1). Hence it becomes possible for developers to customize
their hand shape recognizers by simply sketching the hand
shapes of their interests.
Our method is inspired by the idea of unsupervised learning
for image completion. Successful applications can be found in
face completion [6], shape completion [7], etc. On the other
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Fig. 2. (a) The structure of RBM. (b)-(e) The illustration of different undirected models for a hand shape image. From left to right, they are RBM, DBM,
ShapeBM and our proposed HBM. Each node in the visual layer corresponds to a pixel in the image.
(2)
hand, sketch-based systems show great potential for describing
and retrieving images from a large database [8]. We combine
these ideas to enable users to generate hand shape images by
sketching the hand shape in their minds. Our method consists
of two components: firstly, a probabilistic hand shape model,
namely Hand Boltzmann Machine (HBM), is introduced to
represent a binary hand shape image, and secondly, the sketch
by a user is modeled as constraints in generating samples for
training a hand shape recognizer. Given an input hand shape
image, it is first preprocessed by the model and the output will
serve as the input for hand shape recognition. By formulating
the problem in this way, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce the Hand Boltzmann Machine, which is
tailored for the structure of a hand shape image, to
generate realistic sample images.
• It is flexible and intuitive for developers to develop their
hand shape recognizers using simple sketches instead of
collecting tens of thousands of hand shape images in
different hand shape configurations;
• Our method can deal with occlusions and remove noisy
pixels by preprocessing the partially observed hand shape
images using the learned model.
• Customization of a hand shape recognizer is separated
from data acquisition, so it is much easier for developers
to collect (generate) hand shapes for training. This has
great potential for industrial use: data providers may
focus on making good models while developers can
customize their classifiers in less time;
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been plenty of methods modeling 2D shape
images. Shape templates [9] and shape fragments [10], [11]
are two common non-parametric methods for a large database
of image shapes. These methods cannot generate novel and
realistic shapes as there is no explicit formulation to validate
the composition of different shapes or shape fragments. On the
other hand, probabilistic models such as MRFs and CRFs [12]
model a shape image as grid-structured potentials of connected
pixels. However, they cannot capture higher level properties,
such as curvature and convexity, of the shapes although local
smoothness is explicitly constrained.
Recently, deep architectures have shown great potentials in
capturing complex global shape properties. By introducing the
layer-based structure, such information can be represented in
the nodes of the higher layer. In the followings, we first review
several representatives of these models (See Fig. 2).
• Restricted Boltzmann Machine. It is a two-layered
undirected model with a visual layer v representing
binary image pixels and a hidden layer h representing the
latent correlation among these visual nodes. The energy
function is defined as
E(v,h)=-aTv-bTh-vTWh, (1)
with the parameters {a, b, W} as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
The distribution over v is obtained by summing up all
over the hidden variables, i.e., P(v) = t Lh e-E(v,h),
where Z is a normalization term.
• Deep Boltzmann Machine. In order to capture high
level complex correlation between hidden variables, a
deeper architecture is often pursued. Such a structure is
often referred to as Deep Boltzmann Mchine (DBM),
which stacks several RBMs to build up a hierarchical
representation. Without loss of generality, we use a 3-
layer architecture to model its connections. The energy
function has the following form
E(v, hj , h 2) = - aT v - b Th1 - CTh2
- V TW1h1 - hiw2h 2.
• Shape Boltzmann Machine. ShapeBM is proposed to
deal with the problem when there are only a small amount
of training data. Local receptive field is enforced as the
block-based connection between the visual layer v and
the first hidden layer h- . Each patch overlaps with its
neighbors to a certain extent and weights are shared
between four sets of hidden units and visual nodes. Its
energy function is
E(v, hj , h 2) = - a ! v - b Th1 - CTh2
- L V{W1h1i - Lh~W2h2' (3)
Nevertheless, as far as hand shape images are considered,
we notice that the palm pixels are independent of the finger
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pixels and the hand shape often mainly differ in finger config-
urations. Fig. 3 shows the weights learnt by RBM and DBM
for hand shape images. We can observe that the palm region
has little correlation with the finger region. This suggests
that connectivity can be carefully imposed. We introduce the
Hand Boltzmann Machine (HBM) to consider the connection
between the central palm pixels and the peripheral finger pixels
separately, and merge their connection in an upper hidden
layer.
(a)
(b)
[;]
(c)
~
(d)
Fig. 3. (a) Weights W Ii for visual nodes of 4 hidden units of a trained
RBM. (b) Weights of a trained DBM. Note that the palm pixels in the center
of the image have strong correlation with each other, although weights vary a
lotfor different hidden units. (c) The active finger pixels (inwhite) connected
to hf' (d) The active palm pixels (inwhite) connected to h p .
A. Sketch Input as Hard Constraint in Sampling
Interestingly, each node Vi or hj in the same layer is
conditionally independent of other nodes once the opposite
layer is observed, and they are conditionally distributed as
IV. TRAINING HAND SHAPE CLASSIFIER FROM SKETCH
INPUT
After the hand shape model is obtained, it is ready to use
sketch to generate samples for training a hand shape classifier.
P(Vj = 1lhp, h f ) = cy(aj + LiEP Wi;h~+ LiEF Wifhj)
P(hb = 11v, h 2 ) = cy(bb + LiEP W{~Vi+ Li W~;h2)
P(hj = 11v, h 2 ) = cy(Uj + LiEF W{jvi + Li W~;h2)
P(h~ = 1lhp, h f ) = cy(cj + Li W~~h~)+ Li W~jhj)
(7)
where cy(x) = l+~-x is the sigmoid function, and P and F
denote the indices of palm and finger pixels. This allows for
the layerwise Gibbs sampling as illustrated in Fig. 4. v, h p ,
h f and h 2 are iteratively sampled in a layer by layer fashion
according to Eq. 7
Given a sketch image Is, each of its pixels Pi has one of the
three possible values: {hand, background, unknown}. In the
There are two phases to learn a HBM model. In the first
phase, a greedy, layer-by-layer pre-training algorithm is used
to learn one layer at a time. It starts from the bottom visual
layer v, and learns W Ip for the palm RBM and W l f for
finger RBM simultaneously. This is done by Persistent CD
algorithm [14]. The connectivity of palm and finger RBMs is
defined manually by considering the central-peripheral prop-
erty in Fig. 3. After both RBMs are trained, the values of
nodes in h p and h f are inferred according to Eq. 7 for each
training instance to initialize the upper RBM. In the second
phase, three RBMs of two layers are composed to create a
HBM model. The parameters obtained in the pre-training are
used to initialize the HBM model which is fine-tuned in the
second phase still using contrastive divergence algorithm. In
this way, global and local variances of the hand shape images
spread out through the bottom-up input and top-down feedback
process.
(6)
III. HAND BOLTZMANN MACHINE (HBM)
Let a hand shape image be represented by a binary vector
v with pixel Vi E {D, I}, and P(v) describes how probable
v appears in the hand shape space. As the state of one pixel
depends on that of the others, their latent correlations can be
characterized as links between the elements {Vi} of the image
vector v and the binary nodes {h j } of the hidden variables
h. Similar to DBM and ShapeBM, HBM has two layers of
latent variables. Moreover, the connectivity between the visual
layer and the first layer is manually set according to Fig. 3(c)
and 3(d). It consists of two components, h p for central palm
pixels and h f for peripheral finger pixels. Each node of h f
is connected to all finger pixels in the visual layer, and each
node of h p to all palm pixels in the visual layer. These two
regions of the visual layer overlap with each other by b-pixel
width to enforce smoothness of the hand shape. In the second
layer, each node is fully connected to all nodes in the first
layer, hp and hf' The joint probability of v, hp, hjand h 2 is
given by
P( h h h) = ~e-E(v,hp,hf,h2) (4)
v, p, f, 2 Z '
where Z = L e- E(v,hp,hf,h2) is a normalization term, and
the energy function is
E(v, hp, hj , h 2 ) = - aT v - bJhp - bjhf - cTh2
- vJWIphp - v jWIfhf (5)
- hJW2ph2 - hjW2fh2.
By summing over all possible configurations of h p , h f and
h 2 , we obtain final marginal distribution of the hand shape
image v by
The first layer encodes different finger shape variances and
palm variances, which can be seen as the local properties of
hands. The second layer imposes global constrains, such as
global shape smoothness, finger configuration, etc. It holds
the higher level information of different hand shapes.
A. Learning the Model
We follow the procedure of trainmg a DBM [13]
to maximize the log-likelihood logP(v;8) of the ob-
served hand images with respect to the parameters 8 =
{a, bp, b f, c, W Ip,W If, W 2p,W 2f} for a Hand Boltzmann
Machine model.
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Fig. 5. Some examples after 10-step Gibbs sampling. (a) Sketches drawn by the users. Black strokes indicate background pixels, white strokes indicate
hand pixels and grey color indicates unknown pixels. Each sketch is first scaled to 32 x 32 pixels and then used as input to different models. (b) Samples
generated by RBM. (c) Samples generated by DBM. (d) Samples generated by ShapeBM. (e) Samples generated by our HBM.
v ~ (j) ~)
~
D n-stepsample
C. Testing
During testing phase, a normal hand image is preprocessed
by the model. This process is necessary to complete the
partially observed data and remove noisy pixels. After n-
step sampling, the sample of visual layer is used for visual
classifier, while that of hidden layer is used for hidden
classifier.
Fig. 4. Sampling procedure with a sketch. In the first iteration, only hand
pixels are considered as 1 for sampling and the rest as O. In the following
iterations, the sampled vector is constrained by the sketch, whose hand pixels
are set to be 1 and background pixels to be 0, before being used as the input
for the next iteration.
first step of sampling, all background pixels and unknown
pixels are set to 0, and the rest hand pixels are set to 1. In
the following steps, only hand and background pixels are
constrained to be 1 and 0 respectively. After n-step Gibbs
sampling, we use the sample v as the approximated hand shape
and its hidden state h2 to train the classifier.
B. Building up a Classifier from Samples
For each sketch, we run sampling m times to collect both
visual sample vectors {vern)} and hidden sample vectors
{h~rn)}. They are further used for training either linear or
non-linear classifier. In our experiment, we test two settings:
• A hand shape classifier of visual input is trained from
the inferred hand shape samples generated from sketches.
This is referred to as visual classifier.
• A hand shape classifier of hidden state variables is
trained from the hidden vectors corresponding to the
aforementioned hand shape samples. This is referred to
as hidden classifier.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiment, hand images were obtained from Intel
Gesture Camera [3], and thresholded to produce binary seg-
mentations and normalized to 32 x 32 pixels. We recorded
images of different hand configurations of 6 subjects. Each
subject performed 15 hand postures and some free hand
movement, e.g., jiggle. We trained four models, namely RBM,
DBM, ShapeBM and HBM, with 70% of these images and
used the rest images for testing. There were 500 hidden nodes
in the RBM model and they were trained for 500 epochs.
The DBM model consisted of 1000 and 200 nodes for h,
and h 2 . The first layer was pre-trained for 500 epochs and
the second layer for 500 epochs. After pre-training, the whole
model was fine-tuned for 300 epochs. The ShapeBM model
had 4 patches overlapped by 4-pixel width and for each patch
there were 500 hidden nodes in the first layer. These 2000
hidden nodes were fully connected to 200 hidden ones in the
upper layer. The first and second layer were pre-trained for
500 and 500 epochs respectively before the model was jointly
trained for another 300 epochs. Finally for HBM, the central
palm region and the peripheral finger region overlapped with
each other by 4-pixel width and there were 500 and 1000 nodes
for the palm and finger region respectively in the first layer,
and 200 nodes in the second layer. Similar to the DBM and the
ShapeBM models, the HBM model was trained for 500 and
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500 epochs for the first and second layer, and fine-tuned for
300 epochs in the joint training. We evaluated our method in
three aspects, namely its capability to handle different sketch
input, its classification accuracy, and its capability to handle
occlusions.
A. Samples from different sketches
We developed a simple GUI that allows users to draw
sketches for each hand shape intuitively. Fig. 5 shows the
samples generated from the sketches collected from different
users. The shapes were sampled after 10 iterations. The
first three rows show that ambiguity can be eliminated by
introducing the background-pixel constraint, the next 5 rows
list some abstract sketches, and in the last row is a sketch
indicating hand posture which is unseen in the training set.
Follow the evaluation of [7], we investigate our results from
two aspects, realism and generalisation.
1) Realism: All four models can generate realistic samples.
RBM cannot change the shape too much due to its shallow
structure. DBM is the most connected model and we can see
great variation of the samples. ShapeBM puts more emphasis
on local block area, so the variation is more within a local
patch, such as the abnormal sample in the forth row. HBM
separates the connections between palm pixels and finger
pixels, so we can observe that the shape of palm varies
regardless of the variation of fingers. For instance, all fingers
of the samples look similar but all palms differ a lot in size
in the eighth row. This shows that the configuration of fingers
are independent of palms. Although different style of sketches
are used here, we can see that they all generate meaningful
hand shape images.
2) Generalization: We also investigated whether these four
models can generate novel samples that are not seen in the
training set. In Fig. 5, the last row shows a novel hand
posture which is not in the training set. RBM generated similar
hand shape images, but they look the same. DBM generated
samples that are similar to the ones in the dataset. ShapeBM
generated samples with local changes, but some of the samples
are not realistic. HBM generated shapes that do not only
follow the guidance but also look realistic. The various finger
configurations can be further eliminated by applying more
constraints.
B. Classification results
The subject was asked to draw 5 sketches for each class
respectively to describe the 15 classes as shown in Fig. 6.
100 samples were generated for each sketch. We trained
an SVM classifier using 1 ibsvm [15] and a generalized
linear model using glmnet [16] on these images and 200
hand shape images of 6 different subjects were used for
testing. We repeated this process 10 times using our M atlab
implementation on a standard PC with a 2.5 GHz dual-core
CPU.
Table I shows the results of visual and hidden classifiers for
different models, trained by different number of sketches, and
we have the following four observations.
1 Sketch 5 Sketches
Linear SVM Linear SVM
RBM v 32% 33.4% 59.7% 73%h2 36% 38.8% 63.5% 79.2%
DBM v 42.7% 43.2% 76.5% 82.73%h2 53.9% 55.1% 69.2% 78.2%
ShapeBM v 41.8% 45.8% 75.1% 78%h2 53.9% 56.9% 78.1% 81.2%
HBM v 45.2% 46.4% 76.9% 82.5%h2 55.3% 58% 83.5% 85.8%
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
1) V vs. h 2 : The classification results of hidden layer are
better than those of visual layer for all models except for
DBM. It suggests that the hidden layer handles more shape
variance as it corresponds to higher level shape properties.
Moreover, we can use hidden code, whose length is 19.5% of
the visual one, as a compact representation of a shape image.
2) Number of sketches: We generated the samples from 1
to 5 sketches of different styles to illustrate different hand
postures. We found that the result improves with increasing
number of sketches. In other words, during the classifier
building phase, a user may draw additional sketch similar
to mistakenly classified result iteratively to "complete" the
classifier.
3) Linear vs. non-linear: svm performed better than
glmnet in most cases. It suggests that the high dimensional
vector is still non-linear no matter it is from the visual or
hidden layer.
4) HBM vs. the rest: RBM cannot deal with various shape
changes when the number of training sketches is small because
it only consider the local shape variance due to its shallow
structure. On the contrary, the samples vary a lot for DBM,
which in turn cause some misclassification when building the
classifier. In ShapeBM, block-based constraints are applied so
that it performs better than DBM as the samples for training
are less ambiguous. HBM applies the hand-specific constraint
so that the variance of palm and fingers are separated. We
found that classification benefit from such constrains so the
results are the best among these models.
More specifically, we investigated the confusion matrix of
classification results for HBM trained with 5 sketches (See
Fig. 6). We found that the visual confusion and hidden
confusion are quite similar.
In addition, the average time of processing one image
during testing is shown in Table. II. An image is preprocessed
after lO-step sampling and Hidden classifiers by SVM were
profiled here. The time cost for classification are similar for
the four models, as the length of the input vectors for the SVM
classifiers are similar. However, it takes much more time for
deep models to pre-process the input image than RBM. As
the size of parameters in HBM model lies in between that of
the DBM model and the ShapeBM model, the time cost also
lies in the middle. Note that the total time cost for the HBM
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Fig. 6. Confusion matrices of 15 classes listed in the top rows. The sketches
used for training is listed on the first row and the representative samples on
the second row.
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intuitively. The core idea of our method is to learn a proba-
bilistic model, the Hand Boltzmann Machine, by unsupervised
learning from available hand shape images. Both sketches and
hand images can be viewed as the guidance for sampling
similar hand shape configurations from the probabilistic shape
model. This is similar to the view of poselet [17] on the
appearance space and its latent configuration space. It can also
be viewed as retrieving the samples similar to the sketch from
a probabilistic distribution instead of a database. Since our
method also benefits from the generative model to complete
partially observed data, it has great potential for the scenario
where there are intensive hand-object interactions in real world
applications. Note that, however, our method is based on the
appearance of hand shape, it thus cannot deal with large
variance of different hand poses simply by one single sketch.
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TABLE II
TIME COST DURING THE TESTING PHASE
RBM
Total 7
(b)(a)
Preprocessing (ms) 5
Classification (ms) 2
C. Capability to Handle Occlusions
In real world applications, occlusions are very common for
hand shape recognition systems. For example, a hand may
hold some object, e.g., a pencil, an orange, a cup, etc. We
obtained a partial observation of the hand after thresholding on
depth and detecting skin color. In order to apply our method,
the complete hand shape image can be estimated by n-step
Gibbs sampling from the trained HBM (see Fig. 7). The
generated hand shape estimate is quite realistic even when
there is large occlusion. Therefore, preprocessing is necessary
here to generate hidden input and also complete the partial
observation, which makes it more applicable in real world
scenario.
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